Backlash Against Companies Boycotting the
Laura Ingraham Show on Fox
A major backlash is developing among "Fair
Minded Americans" against companies who are
"unfairly" boycotting the Laura Ingraham Show on
Fox.
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, US , April 17, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Published by FairMac, (FairMinded-Americans-Coalition), encouraging rational
and truthful dialogs to come to the understanding
and knowledge of the truth.
Laura Ingraham said this: "David Hogg rejected by
four colleges to which he applied and whines about
it." For that comment, the following 22 plus “unfair
minded” companies boycotted her Fox News
Show:

Laura Ingraham , the Ingraham Angle on Fox

Bayer, Hulu, Honda, Johnson&Johnson, LibertyMutual, Mayfair, TripAdviser, Nestle, Nutrish, Ruby
Tuesday, Atlantis Resort, Office Depot, Jenny Craig, Expedia Group, MiracleEar, Principle Financial
Group, Entertainment Studios, Red Lobster, IBM, All State,
Mitsubishi.
Teenagers can seem like
emotional time bombs, who
can engage in rebellious and
risky behaviors, But studies
have shown the undeveloped
teenage brain may actually be
behind much of this behavior.”
Howstuffworks.com

***NEWS FLASH***--ACE HARDWARE RESUMED
ADVERTISING ON LAURA INGRAHAM SHOW***
This backlash is occurring among “fair minded Americans”,
Republicans, Democrats and Independents alike, who
perceived the actions of these companies as being"unfair".

FaceBook Post: “A teenager is attempting to silence one of
my favorite commentators on Fox News by telling companies
to yank their advertising, and 22 plus companies listened to him? Laura Ingraham, is a former criminal
defense attorney and Supreme Court Clerk, but these companies blindly listened to a teenager
whose brain, that controls judgment and emotions, hasn't been fully developed.” E. Parks (Parks is
referring to an article by howstuffworks.com. Click the link to read full article.)
OTHER COMMENTS:
“I’m with Laura, will not buy anything from these companies.”
“It’s an outrage, they boycotted Laura, I will boycott them.”
“I just switched my Liberty Mutual Car insurance to Geico and it was cheaper! Insane when Corporate

policies are dictated by teenagers.”
“Won’t be eating at Ruby Tuesday, will be
going to Applebee’s.”
“Not buying a Honda or Mitsubishi, will
get a Toyota.”
In this reporter’s interview with infuriated
"Fair-Minded-Americans", a majority
believe an unfair and hypocritical double
standard exists . Eg, Jimmy Kimmel
racistly joked about Melania Trump’s
English accent. Other talking heads on
CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, and NBC, as
well as Jimmy Fallon, Stephen Colbert
and others, have all made sickening
comments about President Trump and
conservatives. Madonna even threatened
to blow up the White House. No boycotts
of those "left-wingers"! Yet, one 17-yearold-kid with an undeveloped brain, gets
top companies to blindly follow him in
lock-step to boycott Laura Ingraham? It
raises the question of whose brains are
really less developed?
The “far-left’s” constant attacks and
"fake-news" is hard evidence that proves
bias against "fair minded Americans",
regardless of race, color, creed, or
political affiliations. That bias was clearly
seen when two Black sisters, Diamond
and Silk’s FaceBook page was taken
down because FB deemed their
comments to be “unsafe to the
Community”. Mark Zuckerberg, founder
of FaceBook, was grilled on that at the
recent congressional hearings.

Partial list of Companies who have boycotted the Laura
Ingraham Show of Fox. All of these companies have
competitors and consumers who are offended by “unfair”
company choices can choose to buy from other “fair”
minded companies.

"Teenagers can seem like emotional time bombs, who
can engage in rebellious and risky behaviors, But
studies have shown the undeveloped teenage brain may
actually be behind much of this behavior."...Is David
Bogg suffering from "undeveloped brain" syndrome?

Another example, Alan Dershowitz, Harvard Legal Scholar and Democrat who voted for Hillary
Clinton is being viciously attacked by the “far-left" for questioning Mueller’s investigation and saying
the FBI raid on President Trump’s attorney was unconstitutional. More clear evidence that any “fairminded-American”, from any spectrum, who voices different thinking other than the progressive “farleft”, are unfairly attacked and thrown into the “basket of deplorables.” It appears the “far-left” has now
become the minders-of-morality and of what’s right to say, what’s right to think and what’s fair or
unfair.
Americans NOW realize the US Government is rife with corruption, seeing corruption and criminality
in the FBI, Justice Department and in other high places. They recognize the "far-left-media" has
unfairly become the “far-left's” propaganda arm. They believe the 2018 November election is critically
important for the survival of the nation. Many hear talk about a “Blue-Wave,”in November, but given

the constant attacks by the “far-left” on Trump and “Fair-Minded-Americans”, it may energized voters
resulting in a backlash “Red-Tsunami.
That leads to the next question about the Republicans and Democrats? There's an old saying, "the
difference between the two political parties is like the difference between Al Capone and Dutch
Shultz. The revelations of corruption and criminality in our Deep State Government is allowing all
Americans to clearly see there's no real difference between the two parties. Just look at what Paul"Capone"-Ryan, Chuck-“Dutch”-Schumer, Nancy-"Bonnie”- Pelosi, and Mitch-“Clyde”-McConnell did.
This gang of four were solely responsibly for pushing through a 1.3 trillion spending bill that was
rushed to a vote without being read and passed in hours. Capone and Shultz and Bonnie & Clyde
were boy and girl scouts compared to this political crew who become multi-millionaires after elected.
This vast political corruption is revealed by Peter Schweizer in his new book called "Secret Empires".
Mitch-"Clyde"-McConnell is on the front cover and his corruption story is told in that book. Highly
recommended read!
The FOUNDING FATHERS, who foresaw the potential for a corrupt-and-criminal political class, having
fled one to found America; wrote about a solution in the preamble to the Declaration-of-Independence
in 1776, to the Union's current problems in 2018. Here is the statement from the FOUNDERS:
..."Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be changed for light
and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to
suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are
accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object
evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it’s their right, it’s their duty, to throw off
such government, and to provide new guards for their future security.” (Please read full statement in
Preamble here)
Another statement, ABRAHAM LINCOLN, First-Inaugural-Address-1861: "This country, with its
institutions, belongs to the people who inhabit it. Whenever they shall grow weary of the existing
government, they can exercise their constitutional right of amending it, or their revolutionary right to
dismember it or overthrow it."
"Fair-Minded-Americans" believe we're at a "TIPPING POINT" and if something fundamental doesn’t
change, America will fall like all other corrupt and criminal empires before it.
WE SHOULD DO THREE THINGS: (1) Vote in the November election for candidates having FAIRMINDED-VALUES and the VALUES of our Constitution. (2) Support the Laura Ingraham's Show on
Fox (3) Imagine and then work for a more FAIR-MINDED-WORLD! Click to watch.
Robert MacFarland
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